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I. The noun bśr with the meaning “flesh,” as substance of a human or animal body, is attested
in many Semitic languages, namely Ugaritic (bšr), Hebrew (bāśār), Aramaic (bśr; bisrā; besrō),
Old South Arabic (bs2r), and in a few Ethiopic languages such as Harari and Gurage (bäsär), and
Gafat (bäsärä). Geez bāśor is a rare loanword. Arabic bašara “skin,” is also related to this primary
noun, as possibly also Punic bšr, which plausibly means “child, offspring.” The noun does not
appear in East Semitic, even though the rare Akkadian bišru, “small child,” has in the past been
related to bśr, “flesh.” In Akkadian, the common word for “flesh, meat,” and, metonymically,
“body, person, self,” is šīru, which noun is also found in Ugaritic (šir) where it is the common
word for “flesh,” in Punic (as “sacrificial meat”), and Hebrew (šeʾēr) where it partly parallels bśr,
but not in Aramaic. Arabic normally uses lahm for “flesh, meat.” The general word for “flesh”
in Geez (segā) and many other Ethiopic languages (e.g. sega in Tigre, Tigrinya, Amharic) is de-
rived from Cushitic. In some languages, such as Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic, the noun can,
by extension, also refer to the “(human) body” in general, and in the same languages a eu-
phemistic use of the noun for the penis is attested. A further extension of the meaning of the
term, to refer to mortal living beings, either humans, or animals, is found in Hebrew and Ara-
maic, whereas Arabic bašar also refers to mankind or one or more human beings. The range of
meanings of Aramaic bśr corresponds closely to that of Biblical Hebrew bśr. 

II. The hitherto earliest attestation of bśr in Aramaic is found in Ahiqar 89 and 104, where it
refers to flesh or meat as substance of the body. In 89, ʾkl bśrh “eat his (a stag’s) flesh” is found
in parallelism with ʾšd dmh “shed his blood,” and 104 states that bśr cannot resist a knife. The
only other early example of bśr apart from Biblical and Qumran Aramaic is in the Lament to Mar
(P. Amh. 63 6,6), again in the phrase ʾkl bśrh “eat his (a lamb’s) flesh,” there in parallellism with
“drink his blood.” Later forms of Aramaic give evidence of a more extended use of the noun,
largely corresponding with the meanings also attested in Hebrew, and the dictionaries record
the meanings “flesh, meat,” “body,” euphemistically “penis,” “flesh” as referring to “mortal
man,” and the phrase kl bśrʾ “every living being.” The range of meanings is also reflected in
translations, namely in Greek primarily σάρξ, but also ζῷα (OG Dan 4:9), σῶμα (ALD Athos ms),
and in the Frahang i Pahlavīk 10.2 gošt “meat, flesh.” 

III. In Biblical Aramaic the noun is found in Dan 2:11, 4:9, and 7:5. In 7:5 the second animal aris-
ing from the sea in Daniel’s vision, a bear, with three ribs in its mouth, is told to arise and “eat
much flesh” ַׂשִּגיאׂ) ְּבַׂשר ,(ֲאֻכִלי apparently applying the gluttony of bears to the Median king-
dom. In 2:11, in the Chaldeans’ mention of “gods whose dwelling is not with flesh” ִּדי) ֱאָלִהין
ִאיתֹוִהי ָלא ִעם־ִּבְׂשָרא ,(ְמָדְרהֹון “flesh” refers to mankind in general, as opposed to divine beings.



In the immediate context, the opposition is not between mortal humans and immortal gods,
but between the natural knowledge of man against the gods’ knowledge of mysteries. In 4:9 the
fruit of the tree of the vision is said to feed “all flesh” ,(ָּכל־ִּבְׂשָרא) which term either includes
the “beasts of the earth” and the “birds of the sky” of the preceding lines, or, more generally,
every living thing. 

IV. In the Aramaic Dead Sea Scrolls, bśr (in 4Q530 bsr) is found with the following meanings: a.
flesh, meat (as a substance of the body); b. body; c. penis (?); d. mankind, or all living beings.

a. Twice, bśr is meat that is eaten. 4Q556a 5 i 9, in a broken context, perhaps in a prophecy ex
eventu describing the Antiochean crisis, reads ʾklyn bśr ḥzyrʾ “eating pig’s meat.” In 4Q201 1 iii
21 (cf. 1 En. 7:5 καὶ ἀλλήλων τὰς σάρκας κατεσθίειν) the giants eat one another’s flesh wlmkl
bśr[hn. Sacrificial meat is referred to in 1QapGen ar X 15 kwl bśrhwn ʿl mdbḥʾ ʾqṭrt, “all their flesh
I burned on the altar,” in a description of Noah’s sacrifices after having landed on the Ararat.
In 11Q18 13 6 (Aramaic New Jerusalem) bśr is the sacrificial meat of a bull; 11Q18 25 4 bśrh may
be part of a section on Passover sacrifices. While bśr is commonly distinguished from dm,
“blood,” it is used in parallelism with “bones” in 4Q531 (4QGiantsc) 19 3 l[ʾ] grmyn ʾnḥnʾ wlʾ bśr,
“we are neither bones nor flesh,” which plausibly describes the future state of the giants, in
view of 19 4 b]śr wntmḥh mn ṣwrtnʾ, “fl]esh, and we will be blotted out from our form” which
refers to future fleshless form of the giants when they turn into evil spirits. In 4Q560 (Magical
Booklet) 1 i 3 the male and female poison has penetrated into the bśr, which is either the flesh,
or more generally the body. In 11QtgJob ar XXXVI 8, bśrh, as ְּבָׂשרֹו in Job 41:15, refers to the
flesh of the crocodile. 

b. A few times, bśr is the entire body. Thus, in the Aramaic Levi Document (ALD) 6:5 (Aramaic
only preserved in Bodl. b) kʿn ʾzdky bbśrk mn kl ṭwmʾt kl gbr, “now be pure in your body from
every impurity of man” (in the Athos ms γίνου καθαρὸς ἐν τῷ σώματί σου). The isolated bśrhwn
in 2Q24 1 may belong to a context describing the priests washing their bodies. 

c. In ALD 1:3 (Cambridge a) nzwrw ʿwrlt bśrkwn, “circumcise your fleshly foreskin” may be taken
to refer euphemistically to the penis, as in comparable expressions in Hebrew. 

d. The term k(w)l bśr(ʾ), “all flesh,” always refers to mankind, or to all living beings. 4Q530
(4QGiantsb) 2 ii + 6–12 19 has the unique expression kl ḥyʾ wbsrʾ, “all the living and (all) flesh,”
but the two terms may have been used to comprise both giants and mankind. 4Q204 1 i 16 b]śrʾ
preserves part of 1 En. 1:9 καὶ ἐλέγξει πᾶσαν σάρκα, where “all flesh” is in parallelism with “all
evil ones” (πάντας τοὺς ἀσεβεῖς). In other cases the lines or contexts are broken, and it is less
clear whether “all flesh” only includes mankind, or human beings and animals. This goes for
1QapGen I 25 and 29 (the overall context and terminology indicate a connection with the flood
story), 4Q213b 1 1 (where the Qumran ALD text has kl bśr[ʾ against the Genizah kwlh), 4Q214b 7
1, 4Q531 22 4, 4Q532 1 i 10 (a giant or watcher wages war with all flesh), and (perhaps) 4Q546 10
1. This evidence shows that the phrase “all flesh” is not a general reference to mankind, and
that the focus is not on the fleshliness and hence mortality of humans or living beings per se.
Rather, in most cases the term is found in narrative sections dealing with the flood, or with
watchers or giants, and the use of the term is assumedly influenced by the frequent use of “all
flesh” in Gen 6–9. Here, “all flesh” is used to contrast human beings (and animals) to the



watchers and giants. A few times, in 1 En. 1:9 and probably 1QapGen I, “all flesh,” is associated
with evil (as in Gen 6:13 or Jer 25:31), and with God’s judgment. 
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